
and releasing the mouse button. This causes the system (after the user selects

the command) to pull in all documents into the pile controlled by this script

which contain "design competition update" in the regarding line/field of the

document. In this manner, the system may automatically classify information for

5 the user and the user may instruct each pile separately according to the needs

and criteria of the user or the basis of a user defined specification.

Region 611 of the script window 601 contains a list provided by the

system which indicates the most unique used words in the particular document

1 0 from Richard Mander (l.e, the document which was added to the pile and then

caused the system to display the script window 601 on the display screen 22).

As will be described below, the system can provide a ranked list of the most

frequently used words in a document which also best characterize the

document relative to all other documents in the file system of the computer. This

1 5 is done by the use of, in one implementation, the vector described below for the

document. In this implementation, each word listed in region 611 is one

component of an n dimensional vector which describes the document and

provides a representation of the contents of the document. As shown in script

window 601, the word "design" is the most characteristic word followed by

20 "competition" and "interface". The system provides this listing in region 611 and

the user may scroll through the various words in this listing by selecting the

scroll arrows 627 and 628 or by using the scroll bar 629. The scrolling of the

contents of region 611 is accomplished in the normal manner of the prior art.

The user may select anyone or all or some of the words in region 611. When

25 these words are selected, they appear in region 612 indicating to the system

that the pile's script should be modified such that the representation of the pile

(e.g. the pile's vector), as described below, is modified to take into account the
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20

words selected by the user. Alternatively, the user may type words into region

612 to thereby modify the script of the pile. In this manner, the script of the pile

is modified to take into account the new document from Richard Mander which

was added to the pile by the user before the script window 601 was displayed.

5 For example, the user could select "competition" and the word "children" and

these words would then appear in region 612; when the user selects "add to

script" button 620 this causes the system to update the script for the pile causing

the internal representation of the pile to be modified in order to allow the user to

control the way the script behaves in the computer system. The selection of the

10 words in region 611 may be accomplished in any of a number ways which are

familiar to user's of computer systems having graphical user interfaces (e.g.

positioning the cursor over a word and selecting the word or "shift-clicking" to

select multiple words).

1 5 In a similar manner, the script of the pile may be modified to take into

account labels which specify certain criteria such as label 614 shown in region

630. These labels contain certain "canned" criteria specified by the user and

the user may select these labels by positioning the cursor over the particular

label and selecting the label causing the icon of that label to appear in region

617. These labels may be the programmable user interface e~n~.5. (-/cvfvwf- Nc), '7,)0;),'3;}1)

described in the application having serial number 071700,729J\which was filed

May 15, 1991 and is entitled "A User Interface System Having Programmable

User Interface Elements" and is assigned to the assignee of this application.

These labels provide a programmable means for causing the execution of a

2 5 series of instructions and may include, for example, a requirement that all

documents in a pile be dated after a certain date.
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Once the user has determined and selected the various criteria which are

to be used to modify the internal description of the pile (pile's script) then the

user may indicate to the system that the script should be modified by selecting

the "add to script" button 620 and then by selecting the okay button 623 which

5 causes the execution of the script wherein the system checks for documents

managed by the filing system which match the modified script. If the user does

not like certain criteria which have been previously selected, the user may

cancel the selection by selecting the cancel button 625. If the user selects the

"script..." button 621 the system provides a window for the user to type in words

1 0 or other criteria which will then be used to modify the script of the pile. This

modified script' may then be selected by selecting the add to script button 620

and okay button 623. If the user has requested a script window similar to

window 601 while.D.Q1 adding to a pile, then the user desires to modify the script

of the pile; this is accomplished by entering commands into a script window in a

1 5 manner similar to that described for window 601.

The manner in which the filing system of the computer takes into account

the representation of each document and each pile and performs the various

operations with piles which have been described above, will now be described

20 by referring to the various flow charts of Figures 15 through 21.

Figure 15 shows one method according to the present invention for

creating the internal representation used by the filing system in organizing piles,

which internal representation is for each document in the filing system (or for a

25 certain selected group of documents as specified by the user) and for every pile

maintained in the filing system (or for piles which have been selected by the

user to have their internal representation determined). Typically, the filing
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system will perform this operation for everydocum~~t (usually user documents,

not system documents such as operating system fUi~) and for every pile in the
.. J.~,

system. If the filing system is using the method of td;invention for the first time,
'.. ,Wit

then the method shown in Figure 15 must b,e applltif!Q eyery document in the

5 system; that is, every document in the system must~treated'as a new

document. The method 700 for indexing dOcument~1begins at step 701 which is

merely a node point in the process. The first operational step of the system

involves a test for whether the document is a new d2fument at step 702. A
,...,uh~.._.·. ~.,.i>..• ;..... ", ..• ,

modified document is considered a new document as well as a new document

1 0 which the user creates or which comes into the user's computer system via

electronic mail.' It is also noted that a document that is deleted affects the

internal representation of all other documents in the system and the designer of

systems using the present invention may want to eventually (e.g. in background

processing on the computer system) recompute each document's vector and

1 5 each pile's vector in this circumstance also. If there Is a new document in the

computer system processing proceeds to step 703 in which the computer

system counts the number of times certain words are used in a document. Only

certain words are counted because many words (e.g. the, it, a, and, etc.) are

used too commonly and would not provide a good internal representation of the

2 0 contents of any document. Therefore, these words (referred to as "stop words")

are discarded in analyzing and indexing documents. This may be

accomplished by the system establishing a "stop word" table which is examined

for each word in a document which is being indexed. The system should also

"stem" each word being indexed in order to prevent unnecessary redundancies

25 between the singular and plural of a word (e.g. "horse" and "horses") and

different tenses of a verb and other techniques which are known in the art may

be applied for stemming the words (e.g. child and children would be considered
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the same word). During indexing of each document, the system adds a new

(non-stop) word to a table of unique words for the document or if the word is

already in the document's table the system increments the count component for

that word in that table. It will understood that this table will be maintained for a

5 document dUring indexing and the table contains an index to each non-stop

word in the document along with a count of the number of times the word

appears in the document. The index typically refers to (indexes) a global

document frequency table which contains a list of all non-stop words used in all

documents managed by the filing system of the present invention. Also during

1 0 indexing a document in step 703, the global document frequency table is

updated in the .following manner. That is, step 705 is typically performed at the

same time as step 703 although it need not be. For each unique word in a

document the system adds the word or increments the count for the word in the

global document frequency table but only for the first time the unique word is

1 5 found in the document. This global document frequency table is maintained for

all documents in the system which are to be indexed and shows the number of

documents in the system which use the particular word. If during indexing a

unique (non-stop word) is found which is not in the global document frequency

table then the word is added to that table but only for the first time the word is

20 found in the document. That is, subsequent uses of that word in the same

document will not cause a modification of the global document frequency table.

If that same word is found in another document then, during indexing of that

other document, the system increments the count for that word in the global

document frequency table, thereby indicating that the word is contained in two

2 5 documents.
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After indexing a new document, step 703, processing proceeds to

determining the number of documents in the system (documents which are

previously indexed) which use each of the certain words in the new document.

This is determined by examining the global document frequency table, which

5 may be a hash table, for each word in the document which has been indexed. If

all documents are new in the system, a special initialization process which is

accomplished in two phases must be performed in order to properly index all

documents in the system. In the first phase, word frequencies are computed for

all the documents; in other words, step 703 is performed for each document in a

1 0 system and then the global document frequency count table will then be

completed. In the second phase the document vectors are calculated, which is

shown as step 707, for each document in a system. Step 704 performs, in

effect, this two phase initialization process by forcing step 703 to be repeated

when system initialization occurs; step 703 is repeated until all documents are

1 5 indexed and then the global document frequency table is completed. System

initialization may be determined by searching for the global document

frequency table; if it exists when a new document is indexed in step 703 then

the system has been initialized and otherwise the system has not been

initialized and initialization proceeds until all documents are indexed in step

20 703.

In step 707 the internal non-normalized representation of a document is

determined by calculating the document's vector. This is done by determining,

for each of the non-stop words in the document the ratio of the number of times

25 the particular word in the document is used ("tf"--obtained from the document's

table) divided by the number of documents in the system with the same

particular word ("df"--obtained from the global document frequency table). This
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ratio is sometimes referred to as the term fr~Cluency (tf) of the word divided by

the document frequency df of the word (tf/df). This ratio provides a weight for the

particular word for this document as shown in step 709. Typically these

individual weights are normalized in the manner shown below. Then the

5 system will typically sort, in step 711, the normalized weights of a particular

document to select a predetermined number of strongest normalized weights.

The vector for the document is the collection of the predetermined number of

strongest normalized weights. In a typical embodiment, 50 to perhaps an

unlimited number of the strongest weights (which represent 50 to an unlimited

1 0 number of the most characteristics words of the document) would be used for

the document's vector. If an unlimited number of weights is used, the system

will tend to operate slower. At this point, the system has the information

necessary to display the proxy shown in Figure 4f (used in the case of mail

documents) because the most strongest weights identify the most characteristic

1 5 words in the document, and it is these words which are displayed in this proxy

(together with, if desired, words in preselected fields of a document, such as

"To", etc.). At step 717, the system determines whether the new document is

part of a pile. If it is not processing loops back to node A (701) which is a

waiting node in which the system waits for a new document in the filing system

20 of the computer. If the new document is part of a pile then processing proceeds

to step 719 in which the internal representation (e.g. a vector) for the pile is

determined. This representation may be anyone of several possible types,

including the average of all document vectors in the pile (which is

representative of the internal context of the pile) or the pile's representation may

25 be designated by a script as described above or designated by a sample

document (Le. the pile's vector is the same as a sample document's vector) or

the pile's vector may be designated by certain key words having user
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established weights. It will be appreciated that if the method 700 for indexing a

document is being performed during initialization of the system then the

determination of a pile vector will occur after all documents have been indexed

and the global document frequency table has been completed. After step 719,

5 processing loops back to node A wherein the system waits for an interrupt or

other messages indicating a new document has been placed Into the filing

system of the computer.

The methods employed in steps 703, 70S, 707, 709 and 711 are known

lOin the art and various ways of determining an internal (or content)

representation ot a document are available in the information retrieval art. See,

e.g. "Term-Weighting Approaches in Automatic Text Retrieval," G. Salton and

C. Buckley, Information Processing & Management, Vol. 24, No.5, pp. 513-523,

1988. However, these methods have not been used in the context of piles as

1 5 described in this invention. In one implementation of the invention, the

normalized weight for a particular word ("tw1") in a particular document is

determined according to the formula:

tf1(I09~)

i!1["i[I09 ~J
tw =--;========

1

20

where:

N = total number of documents in the filing

system which are selected for indexing

54
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nj = df for the word "l" (df is document frequency

for word "l" from the global document

frequency table)
5

tfi = term frequency for the "ith" non-stop word in

the particular document

1 0

1 5

20

a = number of unique non-stop words in the

particular document (i.e. the number of

components in the vector for the particular

document)

n1 = the df for the particular word having its

normalized weight being determined

tf1 = tf (term frequency) of the particular word in

the particular document; tw1 is the

normalized weight for this particular word in

this particular document

Other implementations may be used according to the needs of the

system designer.

30

25 Figure 16 shows a method for performing the operation of browsing of a

pile. From node E, the system begins at step 751, in which the system

examines the location of the cursor and determines whether or not it is pointing

to a pile, It will be appreciated that the system will typically monitor the position

of the cursor in anyone of the many ways known to those in the art. If the cursor

is not pointing to the pile processing loops back to node E. Vhe cursor is
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pointing to a pile then processing proceeds to step 752 in which the computer

determines whether the cursor has continued to point to a document on the pile

for a predetermined period of time. If not (e.g. cursor moved away from pile)

processing loops back to node E in which the system continues to monitor the

5 position of the cursor. If the cursor has pointed to a document on a pile for a

predetermined period of time then processing proceeds to step 753 in which the

system arranges the pile for viewing. This step may Involve nothing or it may

involve shifting a portion of the pile as shown in Figure 4e. Processing then

proceeds to step 755 in which the view cone is shown and a proxy of the

1 0 selected document in the pile is displayed. Then the system continues to

monitor the position of the cursor to determine whether the user has pointed to

another item in the pile (step 757). If this is true, processing loops back to step

753 to arrange the pile for viewing (e.g. pile is re-arranged to reflect a new

shifted portion) and processing continues to step 755 in which the view cone

1 5 continues to be displayed and a new proxy of the new selected document is

also displayed in the view cone. If the same document is still being displayed

because the pointer has not moved away from the document processing

proceeds from step 757 to step 758 in which the computer determines whether

or not the user has signalled to the computer to page through the selected proxy

20 to the extent the proxy has multiple pages. If not, then processing goes to step

760; otherwise processing proceeds to step 759 in which the system shows the

desired page of the multiple page proxy in the view cone on the display screen

22. Since the computer continues to monitor the position of the cursor and the

status of the mouse's button, the computer system continues to determine

25 whether the cursor is pointing to the pile (step 760); if not processing loops back

to node E and otherwise processing loops back to step 755.

""-~.,-.,-----------------_. ----
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As noted above, the system provides various automatic or user invoked

actions on piles in order to assist the user in organizing the documents stored

stored in the user's filing system on the computer. The various ways in which

the system of the present invention performs these functions will now be

5 described with reference to Figure 17. Figure 17 shows three distinct

processing flows from three nodes (G, G1 and G2). It will appreciated by those

in the art that any of these nodes may be entered into on the basis of an

interrupt provided to the system or some other user action so that entry may

occur into the flow chart of Figure 17 at any node point, such as node point G,

1 0 G1, or G2 depending on the action by the user. Processing begins from node G

at step 801 which determines whether or not the user has given a document to

the system to file in existing piles. This may occur by the user providing a "put

away" instruction to the filing system after selecting a document to be put away.

If this occurs, then processing proceeds to step 803 in which the system

1 5 attempts to find a pile with the closest pile vector to the document's vector and

places that document in that pile. This is typically done in such a manner that

the similarity between the content of the document and content of each pile is

determined. In a typical embodiment this similarity is determined by computing

the unit dot product of the pile's vector and the document's vector. A system or

20 user supplied predetermine threshold may then be used to compare against

each dot product and the highest dot product above the threshold will indicate

which pile to place the document into. Alternatively, the document (copies

thereof) or aliases (pointers) thereof may be placed into all piles which produce

dot products with the document's vector which exceed the preselected

25 threshold. It should be noted that step 803 could be performed automatically by

the system for any new or modified document if the user so instructs the

computer system to perform this function automatically. That is, the user may
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pile Vector
imiex M

instruct the filing system on the computer to always/be active in putting away

documents into piles rather than doing this only when specifically invoked by

the user (e.g. a "put away" command). An example of a method for determining

a measure of similarity will now be provided. Consider a document vector and

5 a pile vector shown below:
--- Docyment Vector

irn1ex 1W.

xv 5 0.11/ ()~ 27 0.2

10 503 0.15

600

5 0.2

16 0.17

257 0.17

Each index may be a pointer/index to an entry to the global document

1 5 frequency table where the index "5" is for one word in the table and index "27 is

for another word in that table. Note that in this example there is only one word

(non-stop word) which is common between the document's vector and the pile's

vector. The dot product, which is a way to measure the similarity between the

content of the document and the content of the pile, for this example is

20 determined by searching for matches in the indexes (e.g. index 5) and

mUltiplying thetw's for each matched index. In this case, the dot product is:

0.1 x 0.2 = 0.02 since there is only one match. This dot product may then be

compared to other dot products showing the similarity between the document

and other piles.

25

Step 805 is performed any time after entry from node g1. In step 805, the

system determines whether or not the user has given the system a sample
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document which should be used in order to start a ~i1e. If not, processlnq

proceeds to node g2. If the system has be@n give~]~ sample document and

been instructed by the user to start a pile o~the b4f~Of that "seed" document,
.;,,: ii~~i.·.

processing proceeds to step 807 in which the systqijl uses the vector of the

5 sample document to find all documents Whi9hareiser than the preselected

threshold based on the internal representation of 9@Ch document, such as the

document's vector. Copies or aliases of such docU·~ents are stored in the pile

which was created from the sample document,

1 0 Step 809 may occur from an interrupt to the system or a command to the

system; this interrupt may occur from the action of adding a document to the pile

when the user has instructed the system to monitor the addition of documents to

a pile having a script where the internal representation of the document does

not match the criteria of the script of the pile. As an alternate embodiment, the

1 5 user may instruct the computer to observe the "cohesion" of each pile (whether

or not the pile has a script) and indicate a warning to the user that a newly

added document to a pile does not match in a close enough manner

(determined by a similarity measurement being compared to a preselected

threshold), which warning gives the user an opportunity to remove the

20 document from the pile. It is noted that the user could actually instruct the

computer to ignore any such steps which in effect results in an automatic "no" to

the decision made at step 811. If the user has instructed the filing system to

monitor the addition of documents to a pile having a script, then step 809 will be

invoked when the user adds a document to such a pile which does not match

25 the document. In other words, the script of the pile does not closely match the

internal representation of the document. If this occurs processing proceeds to

step 811 in which the system displays a dialog box or window to the user asking
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the user whether the pile's script should be modifiec!: This dialog box or

window may be similar to the window 601 shown in Figure 14. If the user

indicates that the pile's script is to be modified, processing proceeds to step 813

in which the system displays existing criteria and/or the script for the pile.

5 Alternatively, the script and criteria could be displayed in step 811 with a

decision box requiring the user to decide whether or not to just add the

document to the pile or modify the pile's script. At step 815, the system displays

proposed script/criteria changes to the pile's criteria or script. This is shown in

Figure 14 by the words found in the Richard Mander document which are

1 0 shown in the region 611 or by the items in region 605 such as the author of the

document (from "Richard Mander"'). In step 817, the user selects changes to

the criteria and indicates to the computer that these changes are acceptable.

This causes the system to respond in step 819 by pulling in copies or aliases of

all documents on the system having vectors which match the new pile's script

1 5 vector. After step 819, the system proceeds back to monitoring any of the

various actions/interrupts which cause entry into the processing shown in

Figure 17. The use of a script has many possibilities, for example, it is noted

that the script could include the use of the vector representation of the pile as

well as other features which may be matched in a boolean "AND" fashion or

20 matched in a boolean "OR" fashion.

Figure 18a shows a method of the present invention for creating subpiles

from a pile or other selected set of documents (e.g. documents within a folder).

This method would be invoked in various ways by the user or perhaps under

25 system control automatically (e.g. as a result of a search where the user

requests the search results pile to be processed into subpiles after the search).

For example, the user could place a pile such as pile 550 into the visualization
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window 551 shown in Figure 13a and then select the command pile by content

causing the system to respond, as shown in Figure 13b with four subpiles

created by the system. If the system determines, in step 851, that the user wants

to create subpiles from a pile, then processing proceeds to step 853 in which

5 the system determines whether there any documents which are left in the

original pile. If no documents are left in the pile processing proceeds through

node F2 to step 871. In the beginning of a subpiling process. typically

documents will be remaining in the pile and thus processing proceeds to step

855 in which the first document is taken from the pile and is designated as the

1 0 current document. Then processing proceeds to step 857 in which the system

compares the similarity of the current document to each existing subplls. This

can be done in many different ways as described above, including the

calculation of the dot product between the vector of the document and each

subpile's vector. The similarity measure, which may be the dot product

1 5 described above, is compared to a threshold which may be established by the

system or by the user. For example, the user may be presented with a graphical

slider. the knob of which may be selected and moved along the slide to vary the

threshold which will then vary the amount of subplles which are created by the

system during the process of subpiling. In the case of the first document from a

20 pile, this test in step 859 will result automatically in the creation of a new subpile

since there are no existing subpiles. After the first document in the pile. the test

in step 859 will determine whether a new subpile is created, which occurs in

step 861. In step 861. the new subpile is created with the current document as

the seed document of the new subpile which thereby determines the internal

2 5 rspresentanon of the subpile. If processing proceeded through step 861. then it

loops back to step 853 as shown in Figure 18a.
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If the result of the test in step 859 is a "yes" then processing proceeds to

step 863, in which the system sorts the matching subpiles (Le. subpiles

producing a similarity measure with the document which exceed the threshold)

by similarity measurement to the current document. Then in step 865, the

5 system determines whether a document is atlowedto be in more than one

subplle. If not, processing proceeds to step 869 in which the current document

is added to best matching (on the basis of a similarity measure) subpile. Also in

step 869, the system updates the running similarity score by adding the '

similarity score, which may be the dot product between the document's vector

1 0 and the best matching subpile's vector, to the running total of the similarity score

for the entire subpllinq system, which is initialized at zero prior to beginning the

process shown in Figure 18a. If a current document is allowed to be in more

than one subplls, then processing proceeds to step 867 in which the current

document is added to all matching subpiles having a similarity measurement

1 5 which exceeded the threshold. As in step 869, the running similarity score for

the system is updated by adding the dot products or other similarity scores (one

for each matching subpile to which the current document was added) to the

running total for the system. Following step 867 or 869, processing loops back

to node F1 and the various steps described above. It is noted that if the

20 document is to be added to more than one subpile, either a copy of the

document or an aliases/pointer to a copy of the document may be stored in the

subpile, in a manner which is similar to the conventional prior art technique of

storing a file or an aliases/pointer of a file in a subdirectory or folder.

2 5 If at any step of the process of creating a subpile, there are no documents

left in the original pile, then the decision required in step 853 results in the

system proceeding to step 871 in which the system determines whether there
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are any subpiles which contain only a sin9.'~;,docu'P~nt. If no such subpile

exists then processing proceeds to node F:f:whiChiil.isults in step 876 being
,,,t,)i 1

performed, otherwise, processing procesdsfrom st~p 871 to step 873 in which

a miscellaneous subpile is created. Then, i~_step~, each document from a

5 single document subpile is transferred toth~ mls "neous pile (and the

running similarity score is updated) and thQ1~ingle cument suoptlss are

removed from the system in step 875. Then, in steS,~P76, the system determines

whether any improvement to the total sys~~AJl ~~,ml!ity score has occurred since

the last total similarity score. This system similarity score is computed as

1 0 described above in steps 867 and 869 each time a document is added to a

matching subpile and after all documents have been removed from the original

pile this test in step 867 is typically performed; obviously, in the first pass

through this step, the' system will place all documents back in the original pile by

proceeding to step 877 and then back to node F1, repeating the process while

1 5 maintaining in storage a record of the prior total similarity score. It will be

appreciated that this total similarity score is only for documents in the original

pile and only for similarity measurements between those documents and

subpiles created during the subpiling process described here. The test in step

876 may include a comparison to a threshold where the difference, which

2 0 should be an improvement, between the prior total system similarity score and

the current total system similarity score is compared to a threshold and if that

difference does not exceed the threshold, then no effective improvement has

occurred and processing is completed. A designer of a system using the

present invention may decide that it is efficient and reasonably accurate to

25 merely repeat the process of sUbpiling only once or some fixed number of times

rather than attempting to access an improvement at the end of each subpiling

pass.
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Figure 18b shows an alternative subpiling process according to the

present invention where the user chooses the numberof subpileswhich are to

be created from the original pile. This is typicallydone in order to avoid

5 unnecessary clutter of subplles. Withoutthis feature, it is possible that the

computer filing system of the present invention could create too many subpiles

making it more difficult for the user to manage and organizethe piles created in

this manner. The processof Figure 18b beingsat ~1~P 880 in which the system
... ".,. ,~. .,-·&\,tb;o'~ .._..~

determines the numberof subpllss which are allowed by the user when a

1 0 sUbpiling process is invoked. Processing then proceeds to step 882 to

determine whether the desired numberof subpiles have been created so far in

the subptllnq process. If they have, processing proceeds through node J2 to

step 891, and otherwise processing proceeds to step 884 in which the system

computes the total similarity of each remaining document in the original pile to

1 5 all existing subplles. In the special case of the first document which is removed

from the original pile, there is nothing to compute since no subpile exists. Then,

in step 886 the remaining documents are sorted from least to most total

similarity. Then in step 888, the document in the original pile with the least total

similarity is removed from the original pile. In the case of the first document

20 which is removed from the originalpile, any document will do. Then, in step

890 a new subpile is created with the documentwhich was removed in step

888, using that document as the seed for the similarity measurement

comparisons (e.g. the document's vector is used for the subpile's vector). Then

processing proceeds back to step 882 in which this process repeats through

25 steps 884 through 890 unless processing proceeds through node J2 to step

891. In the secondpass through steps 884 through 890, step 884 does involve

the computation of the total similarity of each remaining document in the original
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pile to all existing subpiles. This is done in the fashion described above

wherein the internal representation of each document is used with the internal

representation of each subpile to compute a similarity measurement between

the document and each subpile. The total similarity for a document to all

5 existing subpiles is a summation of each similarity measurement between the

document and all existing subpiles. Thus, for example, if four subpiles exist

when the computation is made, four dot products may be computed as the

similarity measurement, each dot product being between the document's vector

and the seed vector of the four existing subpiles; these four dot products are

1 0 then added together to provide a total similarity measurement for the document.

Then in step 886, these total similarity measurements for each document are

sorted. The document with the least total similarity in this sorted list is removed

from the pile in step 888 and a new subpile is created with this document as a

seed as shown in step 890 and the processing continues back to step 882.

1 5 When the number of subplles which exist by virtue of the subpiling process

equals the desired number selected by the user, processing proceeds to step

891 which determines whether there are any documents left in the original pile.

If the answer is no, the process is completed. However, if the answer from step

891 is yes, processing proceeds to step 893 in which the system takes the first

2 0 remaining document from the original pile and labels it the current document

and then proceeds to step 895. In step 895, the system compares the similarity

of the current document to each existing subpile and then in step 897, the

system sorts the matching subpiles by similarity to the current document. In step

899, the system adds the current document to the best matching subpile and

25 proceeds back to step 891. The forgoing description of the process of subpiling

from an original pile has been described with reference to a specific procedure;

however, using known information retr::altechnology~h?Plementatlons
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will be available to those in the art upon reference to this description and the

information retrieval art.

An alternative to the process of creating a subpile according to either of

5 the methods shown in Figure 18a or 18b will be described. Prior to starting the

subpiling process, the user may want to specify certain suoplles which must be

created; this may be done by specifying a "seed" document which is

representative of a desired subpile or a "virtual" seed document (specified by

keywords which may be used to create an internal/content representation of the

10 subpile). These desired subpiles are then used by the system as subpiles

which exist immediately upon beginning the process (e.g. entering step 853) of

creating subpiles from a pile. It should also be noted that the process of

creating subpiles may be performed from several original piles merely by

combining them into one original pile or by using one pile as an original pile

1 5 and the other original piles as pre-existing subpllss.

The system and method of the present invention also provide a

mechanism for searching documents in the file system of the computer whether

those documents are in piles or conventional subdirectories/folders. This

20 method is shown in Figure 19 and begins at step 901, in which the system

determines whether the user wants to search for documents matching a set of

terms which are specified by the user. Typically, the user will indicate that a

search is desired and the system will respond with a question asking the user

whether the user wishes to define a set of terms or to specify a sample

2 5 document. It will be appreciated that, other possible means of requesting a

search or formulating a search may be used. If the user wants to specify a set of

terms, the system allows in step 903 the user to do so and then creates in the
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5

10

step 905 a virtual document vector (or other repre~~!ltatlon of the terms) for the
p~;",

set of terms (and their user selected weight~~ unle~$f .~ default the terms are

equally weighted). That is, the user specifi~§ term 'Odthen those terms are

used to specify a vector of a virtual docum~~t Whi ",)J:<'\.ased later when
~ ~~-t·,., .{,~~~:;.

processing. Processing from step 905 prQQ@PdS d "",Iyto step 911. If the user

wishes to search using a sample documenf(e:g. cri~te a pile from a sample
»-:\~:'

document manually by searching and obtaining a ti~ of the documents or

automatically create a pile containing the ,~~,~ ri~;lt~)~then processing

proceeds from step 901 to step 907 in which the system requests the user to

specify the sample document; if no sample document is specified processing

loops back to node C waiting for an interrupt or other instruction indicating to

begin the search process. After the sample document is specified in step 907,

the system proceeds to step 911 in which it compares each document's vector

(or other representation of the document) in the system with the document

1 5 vector (or other representation) of the sample document or the document vector

(or other representation) of the virtual document created in step 905. This may

occur by any of a number of ways of determining a similarity measure, including

by determining the unit dot product of the sample document's vector against the

vector of all documents in the system. It will be appreciated that alternative

20 similarity measures or search routines may be employed, such as measuring

the similarity between the document and each pile or folder and then searching

within those piles or folders having the best matches to the document. It is

noted that this comparison can eliminate documents which are not close

enough by testing each dot product against a preselected threshold.

25

In step 915 the system sorts the list of documents based on the

comparison with the document vector of the sample (or virtual) document. This
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list may be limited by the comparison against a preselected threshold as

described above. Then in step 917 the system creates and displays a pile of

the sorted documents which are closest to the sample (or virtual) document.

Following step 917 processing proceeds back node C which waits for a

5 command to search from the user. Alternatively, the pile may be divided into

subpiles according to the techniques of the invention. The user may also, after

the search pile is created, manipulate that pile to perform other searches such

as a new or revised search.

1 0 Figure 20 shows a method for using color to assist in organizing

information in a computer and to assist a user in understanding the content and

organization of piles within the following system. This method begins in step

951 wherein the user selects a pile and then in step 953 selects a method of

visualization such as the visualization window 551 shown in Figure 13a. This

1 5 causes the system, in step 955, and display the visualization window showing

the pile within the window (or the user may have to move the pile into the

window). Then in step 957, the user selects the command "order by date" and

the system orders documents in the pile by the date of the document. It is

appreciated that step 957 is a two-part process even though it is shown as one.

20 This may be done in any of the well known ways of sorting and listing

documents by the date of the document. This date may be either the date

maintained by the filing system of the document or may be a date line (field) of

the document which is contained in the contents of the document and was

provided by the author of the document. After step 957, the user in step 959

2 5 selects the command "color by date" and the system displays documents with

different colors and organized according to the date. It is appreciated that step

959 is a two-part process even though it is shown as one. That is, the color of
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the document is correlated with the age of the document in the manner

described above. This is done typically by determining the range of dates for

the entire pile by determining the oldest document and the most recent

document (and thereby determining the range) and thereby determining the

5 range of the variable saturation for a particular color (e.g. 256 different

saturation values for a given luminance and hue of a color). The oldest

document would then be assigned the most saturated color (e.g. saturation

level equal to 255 in an 8 bit color system) and the most recent document would

have the least saturation (e.g. saturation level equal to zero for the same

1 0 luminance and hue of a color). A document with a date in the middle of the date

range would have half of the saturation of the oldest document and other

documents would beproportlonad accordingly. Other well known techniques

may be used for assigning colors on the basis of the dates of the various

documents in the pile. The user may next select "color by content" in step 961

1 5 in the manner described above in conjunction with Figure 13a. This causes the

system in step 963 to display the documents in the pile with different saturations

of color according to the closeness (determined by a similarity measure) of the

document to the internal representation of the pile. This may be done by

comparing the document's vector to the pile's vector by the using the unit dot

20 product of the two vectors in the manner described above. The computer would

determine all dot products for all documents in the pile and then sort those dot

products from highest to smallest. The highest dot product indicates a

document which most closely matches the pile's internal representation (e.g.

pile's vector) and the smallest dot product would indicate a document which is

2 5 farthest away from the pile's internal representation. This sorted list of dot

products corresponds to a sorted list of documents since each dot product is

associated with a particular document and thus different saturations of a given
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color at the same luminance and hue may be supplied to the different

documents according to their dot product. In otherwords, the dot.product for a

particular document maps to a particular saturation of a color the same way that

the date maps to a color as described above. The user may desire that this pile

5 retain its colored form based on coloring by content by selecting the okay button

571 and then by closing the visualization tool window. This will cause the new

colored pile to appear on the display means 22 in the filing system of the

present invention. It is noted that the order of many of the steps shown in Figure

20 is not critical to the invention and these steps may be practiced in other

10 sequences which are not shown.

In order to summarize many of the features of the present, a typical

example will be given of how a user may interact with piles. Figure 21

represents a flow chart showing this typical example; the order of many of these

1 5 steps is not critical to the invention and they may be practiced in other

sequences which are not shown. Beginning in step 1001, the user creates a

pile by moving one document on top of another. This has been described

above in connection with Figure 3 and other figures. The user may also create

a pile by selecting two different documents and selecting a command available

20 in the computer system to create a pile. Next the user in step 1003 moves the

newly created pile by positioning the cursor over the base of the pile and

signaling the selection of the pile and then moving the cursor to move the pile.

In step 1005 the user selects another pile by positioning the cursor over the

base of the pile and signalling a selection of that pile. In step 1007, the user

2 5 opens the pile by anyone of the mechanisms for obtaining an alternate view as

described above. For example, by rapidly depressing and releasing (double

clicking) the mouse button while positioning the cursor over the base of the pile.
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The system responds in step 1009 to the actions of the user in step 1007 by

opening a pile window with the contents of the pile displayed in that window or

alternatively by spreadinq out the documents in the form shown in Figure 8d.
::' .~~~.

An example of a pile window containing th~~conterl~of the pile is shown Figure

5 Sa.

In step 1011, the user may close the pile wiQ~ow by positioning the

cursor over the close box and signalling a ~@leptio,l,Jsing anyone of the
~.~~, 1#

other known techniques for closing a window in a graphical user interface.

1 0 Then in step 1012, the user selects a document which is not in a pile and drags

it to the top of an existing pile to add it to the pile. This is typically done in one of

many ways for moving a document in a filing system having a graphical user

interface, such as positioning the cursor over the icon of the document and

selecting the document and keeping the document selected while the cursor is

1 5 moved thereby moving the cursor and the document on the display screen. The

system's response to step 1012 is step 1015 in which the system displays a

script dialog box since the targeted pile to which the document was added is a

scripted pile and since the new document has an internal representation which

does not match the current criteria of the pile. The user selects in step 1015 to

20 modify the pile's script. This takes place in step 1017 in which the system

modifies the pile's script on the basis of the user's input. For example, the user

specifies particular criteria to use in modifying the pile's script such as selecting

two unique words from the added document or by using a particular label such

as the label 614 shown in Figure 14.

25

Then in step 10:19, the user instructs the system to add documents to the

pile on the basis of the pile's modified script or the system does so automatically
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after modifying the pile's script. Whether automatic or upon user instruction, the

system adds to the pile on the basis of the new script in step 1019. The

computer may display an animation of document icons moving from their old

locations on the display screen into the pile.

5

In step 1021, the user instructs the system tocreate subpiles of a

selected pile based on the contents of the documents. That is, the system is

instructed to create subpiles on the basis of the contents (rather than for

example the dates of the documents or other criteria upon which subpiling may

lObe based). The system responds in step 1023 by examining the contents of

each document in the selected pile and creating several subpiles from the

original selected pile, each subpile containing similar content because of the

operation of the present invention. The system as shown in step 1023 then

assigns a name to each subpile on the basis of the words having the strongest

1 5 weights for each subpile.

The user may then select, in step 1025, one of the subpiles by

positioning the cursor over the base of the new pile and signalling a selection.

The user then instructs the system to color the pile by date by selecting the

20 command "color by date." This causes the system to respond in step 1027 by

using the date of documents in the subpile to select a saturation of a color which

is dependent on the date of the document. For example, the most saturated

color represents the oldest document. The user in step 1029 then removes a

document from this subpile by selecting the document and dragging it out of the

25 pile. For example, the user may select the oldest document, based on the

saturation color and remove it from the pile and examine the document. In step

1031, the user selects a document which is not in any pile and selects the
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command "put away" which causes the system to put the document into the

closest, in relevancy, pile or piles depending upon user preference.

Another example of a user's interaction with piles according to the

5 present invention will now be described by referring to Figures 22a, 22b, 22c,

22d and 22e. As shown in these figures, the method and apparatus of the

present invention may be applied to an object oriented programming

environment where the use of piles is made for programming documents which

are not the typical text/based office document, even though programming files

1 0 contain text. As shown in Figure 22a, an object finder window 2201 includes

three components which are the find box 2202, the results box 2204 and the

discard box 2203. In this example, a search is specified by placing a sample

document or a pile in the find box 2202 and the system will find objects that are

similar to the objects in the find box 2202 provided they are not present in the

1 5 discard box 2203. That is, the discard box 2203 acts as a "not" boolean logic

search parameter. The results window or box 2204 shows the results of a

search which have been automatically placed in three subpiles according to the

present invention where the original search results were placed in a pile which

was then divided into three subpiles 2210, 2211, and 2212.

20

Figure 22b shows a method and apparatus of the present invention

where piles may be used to specify the search query rather than words or other

query techniques. In this case, the find box 2202 contains the piles 2219 and

2220 which specify the search query (e.g. by using either internal

2 5 representation of either pile as the search query). That is, the internal

representation of pile 2219 is OR'ed together with the internal representation of

the pile 2220 so that objects which are similar to either intemal representation
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of either pile will show up in the results window 2204. As shown in Figure 22b,

the discard box 2203 contains the pile 2218 which is used to discard objects

which are found in the search which match the internal representation of the

pile 2218. It is important to realize that the descriptions for the search query are

5 "fuzzy" in that they are specified by the pile's internal representation rather than

a specific list of key words which are connected by boolean logical operators.

The results of the search are shown in the box 2204.

Figure 22c shows another use of the object finder 2201 where attributes

10 of objects 2227, 2228, and 2229 are used to search the computer's filing system

for documents and other objects which match the search criteria or have those

attributes. These objects may be piles or other objects which may be treated as

a text document and from which an internal representation of the document may

be derived.

15

Figures 22d and 22e show a use of the invention in connection with

media objects which represent digitized movies. Each digitized movie ("clip")

have all been indexed by key words when they were created or when they were

edited. The user has placed two clips (digitized movies) into the find box 2202

20 in order to find similar clips on the basis of the text/keywords for each clip. The

user instructs the computer to find such clips on the basis of either clip 2231 or

clip 2232 within the find box 2202. The system responds displaying four piles

2233, 2234, 2235 and 2236 which match the internal description (or exceed a

threshold set for comparison purposes against a similarity measure). In this

25 case, the four piles shown in the results window 2204 of Figure 22d were

created by subpiling the original search results pile created from the find

operation. The user may the browse one of the piles as shown in Figure 22e to
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look for certain items which are desired. As shown in Figure 22e, the user has

browsed the pile 2233 to find a particular digitized movie, the indicia or proxy

2238 of which is shown in the view cone 2237 as shown In Figure 22e. It will be

appreciated that the proxy in the case of a movie may actually be an animated

5 dicon of the digitized movie in that various frames of the movie may be

displayed rapidly in sequence in order to convey the impression the movie

normally conveys when it is played. Similar\technlgL,les may be employed for

other multimedia objects, such as digitized~ound,'etc.

1 0 The foregoing method and apparatus of the present invention may be

conveniently implemented in a computer program in a computer system that is

based upon the flow charts described above. No particular programming

language has been indicated for carrying out the various procedures described

because it is considered that the operations, steps and procedures desq,r,jbed
s:

1 5 above and illustrated in the accompanying drawings are sufficiently disclosed to

permit one of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention. Moreover, there

are many computers and operating systems which may be used in practicing

the invention and therefore no detailed computer program could be provided

which would applicable to these many different systems. Each user of a

2 0 particular computer will be aware of the languages and tools which are most

useful for that user's needs and purposes.

While the invention has been specifically described with reference to the

figures and with emphasis on certain computer systems, it should be

2 5 understood that the figures are for illustration only and should not be taken as

limitations upon the invention. It is contemplated that many changes and

modifications may be made by one of ::inary skill in thea~ t?paratus
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and method of the present invention without the departing from the spirit and

scope of the invention as claimed below.
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We Claim:

5

10

A method for organizing information in a computer filing system

having a display device and a first plurality of documents, said method.

providing a graphical representation of a first document and a

esentation of a second document from said first plurality of

documents;

cr ating a collection of documents comprising a second plurality of

said first document and said second document;

displ ying a graphical representation of said collection of

viewing at least one of the documents in said collection by

displaying an indicia 0 said at least one document.

15

20

2. A method as in clel 1 further comprising the step of displaying a

base for said collection of docume s and wherein said collection of documents

is createdby one of said user and sai com)u,r filing system.

3. A method as in claim2 furthe~priSing a step of selecting said

collection of documents for further action by p sitioning said cursor over said

base and by indicating to the computer system t t said collection of documents

has been selected.

1177

A method as in cia 1 further comprising the step of:

creating a plurality of ollecilons of documents from said collection

of documents by comparing an intern I representation maintained by said
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computer system r each document in said collection of documents with an

created by said system for each of said collections of

documents.

5 5. A metho as in claim 1 wherein the step of creating said collection

of documents comprise .' positioning said cursor over said graphical

representation of said first ocument and selecting said first document and

moving said first document ch that said first document overlaps said second

document and then signalling 0 said computer system that a collection of

o documents is to be created.

6. A method as in claim wherein the step of creating said collection

of documents comprises selecting bo said first and said second documents

and signalling to said computer system hat a collection of documents is to be

created,

7. A method as in CI~m1 further comprising creating a

representation of said collection documents based on an internal

representation of each of the docu ent~ said collection of documents.

20

2

ea)r8. A method as ln claim 7 wherein said computer filing system

determines said representati of said collection of documents and wherein

said internal representation of e ch of the documents in said collection of

documents comprises a represent tion of words within each of the documents.

. 9. A method as in claim 8 her/il said internal representation of

each of the documents comprises, for a ~Iar one of the documents, a
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vector containing a repr~sentation of words within said particular one of the

documents and a represe\~t£p((,f the uniqueness of,the words in said

particular one of the docume 1~lative to the word~id first plurality of

documents.

5

e-00. A method as I claim 8 wherein said representation of said

collection of documents comp ises a vector containing a representation of

words within at least some of th documents in said collection of documents.

3 further comprising viewing the contents of12.

said collection of documents by s ecting said collection and signalling to the

computer system to display a graphl al rep·esentation of each document in said

collection within a region on said disp y e ice.

13. A method as in claim 1 furth comprising viewing the contents of

20 said collection of documents by displaying i an overlapping manner the

graphical representations of each document.

1 0 11. A method as in claim 1 further comprising viewing the contents of

said collection of document by displaying a graphical representation of each

document in said coliection 'thin a region on said display device.

14. A method as in claim 1 wherein sai step of creating a collection of

documents comprises creating a base for said coli ction and selecting said first

25 and said second documents and signalling to said c mputer system that said

first and said second documents are in said collection.
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15. method as in claim 1 further comprising adding a third document

having a graphj al representation to said collection by selecting said third

document and m ving said third document so as to position said graphical

representation of aid third document over said grAAbJQaI representation of said

5 collection and sign ling to said computer system tp>add said third document to

said collection.

16. A method s in claim 15 further comprising removing said first

document from said coli ction by ositioning said cursor over said graphical

10

said first document away from said

graphical representation of

17. A method as in cl im 1 wherein said step of viewing comprises

1 5 pointing a cursor on said display device at a graphical representation of one of

said documents in said collection or a predetermined period of time to reveal

18. A method as in claim 17 wherein said graphical representation of

o said collection is displayed on said dis lay device while said indicia is

displayed on said display device.

19. A method as in claim 18 wher in a means for indicating the

location of said document within the graphica representation of said collection

2 5 is displayed when said indicia is displayed.
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rein said indicia is a miniature of said22. A method as in claim 1

21.

document.

20. A method s in claim 19 wherein said means for indicating the

location comprises a ·gra ical representation having a cone shape which has

an apex and a base, said a ex being adjacent to the location of said document.

5

10

23. A method as in claim 17 wh rein said indicia is a reproduction of

said document.

1

24. A met d as in claim 17 wherein said indicia has multiple pages

for a mumple page do ument and wherein the user views the multiple pages of

said indicia by signalling 0 the computer to move from page to page of said

indicia.

20

Cf:?6. A method as in c im 21 further comprising creating a

representation of said collection 0 documents based on an internal

representation of each of the docume ts in said collection and wherein said list
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of words for eac\mail document is obtained from said internal representation of

each mail docum~.

27. A ethod as in claim 26 wherein said internal representation of

5 each of the docu ents in said collection comprises, for a particular one of the

documents, a vect r containing a representation of words within said particular

one of the documen s and a representation of the uniqueness of words in said

particular one of the ocuments relative to the words in said first plurality of

documents.

10

28. A method a in claim 15 further comprising providing a first zone of

a second zone on said gr phical represe ation of said collection and wherein

document is positioned over

relative to said collection so that

aphical representation of said

collection to the extent of the orie tation of said graphical representation of said

third document relative to said gra hical representation of said collection, and

wherein when said graphical repres ntation of said third document is

2 0 positioned over said second zone, the computer systems controls the

orientation of the graphical representati n of said third document relative to said

collection so that the computer system c trois the appearance of said

graphical representation of said collection.

29. A method as in claim 1 wherein aid graphical representation of

said collection conveys visual information abo . the contents of said collection.
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29 wherein said graphical representation of

t adding or removing documents to said

30. A method as

said collection is dynamic su

collection changes the graphic epresentation of said collection .

(

.5V C~1. A,",ethod as in claim 1 wherein said step of creating a collection

'f comprises indicat~ to said computer system that a collection of documents is

to be created using s id first document as a sample document and wherein said

computer system searc es said first plurality of documents to find said second

document.

10

32. A method as in laim 31 wherein said computer filing system

'\ creates said collection by modi ing an attribute of documents within said

collection, wherein said attribute 's used by said computer filing system for said

~t document and said second d ument.

1 ~ A method asin claim ~rther comprising creating a

representation of said collection of documents based on an internal

representation of said first document.

o 34. A method as in c1ai

multiple colors such that said comp t

particular document in said collection

between the representation of said coli tion and the internal representation of

said particular document.

A method as in claim 34 wherei one of the hue and saturation of
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isplaying a representation of said collection of documents;

d termining a representation of said collection when a third

document is ad d to said collection based on one of: (a) an internal

representation of ach of the documents in said collection, and (b) a user

e9>38. A method a in claim 37 wherein said computer system has a filing

system having a graphical u r interface and said method is performed in part

by said filing system and where' said representations of said first document,

said second document, and said ollection of documents are graphical

representations.

15

v- cf> 36. A method In claim 7 wherein the user of said computer filing

'I" system provides a third docu ent to said filing system and instructs said

computer filing system to file sa third document and wherein said computer

5 filing system determines whether t add said third document to said collection

based on a measure of similarity bet een the reprasentatlon of said collection

and an internal representation of said t ird document.

Sj..W 7. A method for organizing information in a computer system having

10 Ca displa device, said method comprising:

providing a representation of a first document and a

ion of a second document;

creating a col~ection of documents comprising said first and said
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39. A me od as in claim 38 wherein sal~t~ser defined specification is

a sample document d signated by said user to act as an internal representation

of said collection.

5 40. A method as in c im 38 wherein said user defined specification is

a collection of words specified by aid user.

10

41 . A method a in CI~.m 38 wherein internal representations of

documents in said collectio a e sed to determine relevancy comparisons

between said collection of do nts and a third document added by one of

said user and said computer sy em.

c/1> 42. ~ method as in claim 38 wherein said user defined specification

comprises a pib rammabie means for causing the execution of a series of

1 5 instructions and w erein said programmable means Is activated by selecting a

n of said user defined specification on said display

device.

43. A method as in aim 38 wherein said step of determining an

2 0 internal representation of said c ection occurs each time a document is added

to or removed from said collection.

44. A method as in claim 43 w rein said step of determining a

representation of said collection occurs eac time a modified document is

25 stored to replace a preexisting document in s
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5

r--- 45. A ethod as In claim 38 further comprising viewing at least one of

the documents in id collection by positioning a cursor provided by said

computer system on said display device on a graphical representation of said at

least one document i said collection for a predetermined period of time to

reveal an indicia of sai document in said collection.

10

15

46. '~hical representation of

said collection is displaye on said display~eYiC '!i%:,;jl~ said indicia is
,~,~ ~~"i""lf;;:"'f:

displayed on said display d vice and wherein said indicia is a graphical

representation of said docum nt. (/

47. 4~ereln a means for indicating the

location of said document within t e graphical representation of said collection

48. A method as in claim 45 herein said computer filing system

provides a call to the program which cre ed said at least one document and

said program responds to said computer fil g system by providing said indicia.

20 49. A method as in claim 38 wherein aid graphical representation of

said collection includes a means for selecting sal collection.

50. A method as in claim 49 further compris'~g moving said collection

by selecting said collection and indicating to said computer system to move said

2 5 collection.
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A method as in claim 50 wherein said means for selecting

cornpri es at least one of a base and a top means and a wrapping means for

identifyi g the documents within said collection as a collection and wherein

said step f moving comprises pointing a cursor provided by said computer

5 system on aid display device at said means for selecting and selecting said

moving said cursor while said collection is selected.

10

52. A ethod as in claim 45 further comprising selecting a selective

viewing mode su h that only a~r speclfied t"yp~--;;td~cument is selected for

viewing wherein a Iy indicia 6r said user specified type of document is

viewing mode.

53.

1 5 document is one of (i) do u en containing pictures, (ii) electronic mail

documents, (iii) document Q taining a "To" field, and (iv) documents

containing a chart.

54. A method as in cl im 38 further comprising viewing at least one of

2 the documents in said collection y selecting said at least one document to

reveal an indicia of said documen in said collection.

55. A method as in claim 5 further comprising moving said graphical

representation of said document to a I cation near said collection, said step of

25 moving being performed by said comput r system after selecting said

document.
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57. erein each time the user selects a

56. A me od as in claim 55 wherein said step of moving is an

animation provided said computer system and wherein said animation

includes flipping said phical representation of said document.

C759. A method as in claim 38 wherein said representation of said

collection is a er defined specification and said user defined specification is

modified and whe ln said computer system adds new documents to said

collection on the basis f said modified user defined specification.

58. A method as in clai

10 reproduction of said document, sai indicia being displayed behind the

graphical representation of said colle ion and the graphical rapresentanon of

the document at said location.

60. A method as in laim 59 wherein said computer system adds to

2 0 said collection on the basis of a omparison between the internal

representation of each of said new ocuments and said modified user defined

speclncatlon.

61. A method as in claim 38 wher ln said representation of said

25 collection is said user defined specification an wherein the user indicates to

said computer system to add a fourth item to sai ollection, which fourth item

has an internal representation which does not matc said user defined
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specltlcatl n, and wherein, after the user has indicated to add said fourth item to

said collectio ,said computer system prompts the user to determine whether

to be added to said collection without modifying said user

defined speclncatl n or the fourth item is to be added and said user defined

5

62. in claim 61 wherein said computer system prompts

the user by displaying a w dow means for editing the user defined

specification and wherein s ld fourth item is one of a document, a pile and a

10 folder.

63. A metH d as in claim 38 further comprising creating a plurality of

collections of docume is from said collection of documents by comparing an

internal representation aintained by said computer system for each document

5

o

64.

means having user commands f

8 f her comprising displaying a window

65. A method as in claim 6 wherein said collection of documents is a

subdirectory of documents and wherein said graphical representation of said

collection is one of a folder and a conta er representation means for indicating

that said container representation means

25-----
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A computer filing system for organizing Information in a computer

ving a processor, a bus, and memory for storing information including

of documents, said computer filing system comprising:

a display means for producing a display of graphical

represent tions, said display means coupled to sald processor;

a cursor control means coupled to said processor, said cursor

control mea s for controlling the position of a cursor on said display;

a switch means for indicating a selection of an object displayed on

said display, aid switch means coupled to said processor and having a first

o
a graphical representation of a first document and a graphical

representation f a second document, said cursor control means and said.

switch means be'ng used with said graphical representations of said first and

said second docu ents to create a collection of documents comprising said first

5

a mea S for creating a graphical representation of said collection

of documents compn ing said first and said second document; and

a means for determining a representation of said collection, said

means for determining roviding a representation based on an internal

o representation of said fir t and said second documents.

67. An apparatus

operate on said collection as a g

2~'

66 wherein said collection of documents

e interface features allowing said user to
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---------,.,..~..,

rein said graphical representation is in

ut system provides a color for a particular

An a paratus as in claim 68 wherein said means for determining

A method a ln claim 1 wherein said step of creating a collection of

69.

includes a table sho ing the number of times a preselected group of words is

71. A method as in claim 7 wherein one of the color parameters in a

color space is varied according to said

C~2.
,5

(/ j,)-- d}>sa. An ap aratus as in claim 66 further comprising a means for

I r determining a repres ntation of said collection each time a document is added

\ to said collection.
l

\ 5

\
\
\

70.

. 0 multiple colors such that said

document based on an attribute

/ documents comprises creatin a means for selecting a collection of documents

and wherein said means for sel cting includes one of a representation of said

G:;erdefined spe . lcatlon.

/2cU 1J7
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A method and apparatus for organizing information in a computer filing

system. The method and apparatus include the creation of a pile comprising a

collection of documents and displaying a graphical representation of the

collection of documents. The method and apparatus further include browsing

the collection of documents by pointing a cursor at a particular item in the

collection of documents to reveal an indicia for the particular item in the

collection of documents. The filing system can automatically divide a pile (e.g. a

collection of documents from an electronic mail network) into subpiles on the

basis of the content of each document in the pile, and the filing system, at the

user's request can automatically file away documents into existing piles in the

computer system on the basis of a similarity match between the content (or

other internal representation) of the document and the content (or other internal

representation) of existing piles in the computer system. The filing system can

also create a pile from a sample document by using the internal representation

of the document as the internal representation of the new pile. The computer

filing system provides various interfaces in connection with piles to the user of

the system to provide feedback and other information to the user, including

information concerning the documents and piles in the computer's filing system.
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